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Abstract 
By means of an extension of relative category we prove by a “linking-type” theorem the existence of two distinct 
critical levels for a strongly indefinite functional. Applications to asymptotically linear Hamiltonian systems are 
given. 
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1. Introduction and abstract result 
In recent years several authors studied the existence of critical points of strongly indefinite 
functionals (for instance, functionals tied to Hamiltonian systems) by means of different 
techniques, see, for instance, [1,6,11]. In order to treat such a problem, in [3] an extension of 
the relative category [4] is given by means of a Galerkin method. 
In this note we take advantage of that definition to prove, by a “linking-type” theorem (see 
Theorem 1.71, the existence of two distinct critical levels for a strongly indefinite functional. 
We apply the result to asymptotically linear Hamiltonian and dynamical systems which have 
a suitable behaviour in a bounded region, and to a superquadratic Hamiltonian system. 
We recall some basic definitions and set up some terminology. Let (X, A) be a topological 
pair; a deformation h, : A +X is a continuous function h : [0, 11 X A +X such that h,(x) =x 
for every x E A. The set A is contractible in X if there exists a deformation h, : A +X such 
that h,(x) = h,(y) for every x, y EA. We recall the concept of relative category. 
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Definition 1.1. Let Y CA be closed subsets of a topological space X. The relative category of A 
in X relative to Y is the least integer II such that there exist 12 + 1 closed subsets A,, 
A l,...,A, of X satisfying 
(1) A = Ui”coAi; 
(2) Al,..., A, are contractible in X; 
(3) there exists a deformation h, : A +X such that h,(A) c Y and h,(Y) c Y for every 
t E [O, 11. 
When no such integer exists, the category of A in X relative to Y is infinite. The relative 
category is denoted by cat,,,(A). When Y = 0, the relative category cat,,Q( A) is, by definition, 
equal to the Lusternik-Schnirelman category cat,(A). 
Remark 1.2. The relative category has been introduced in [4,10]. In the original definition in 
condition (3) it was asked that h,(x) =x for every x E Y, the above definition follows the 
variant of (3) due to [ll]. 
Consider a topological space X together with a sequence (X,Jn2 1 of closed subsets of X 
such that 
(i-1 for each y1 & 0 there exists a retraction Y, : X + X,. 
If A is any subset of X, we denote by A, the set A nx,. 
In [3] the following definition is given. 
Definition 1.3. Let Y GA be closed subsets of X. The limit relative category of A in X relative 
to Y, with respect to (XJ, is defined by 
cat”,,,(A) = lim sup cat,n,y,( A,). 
n+ +m 
Example 1.4. Let H be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, consider B := {x E 
H I II x II G l], aB := {x E H I II x II = l]. Then cat.,JB) = 0, while cat”,,,,(B) = 1, if the limit 
relative category is evaluated with respect to a sequence of subspaces (HJ, of H such that for 
each y1 E N, dim H, < +m. 
Consider now a complete connected C2 Finsler manifold X together with a sequence of 
closed connected submanifolds <X,1, > 1 of class C2 of X, satisfying condition (i-1 and assume 
that the limit relative category is computed with respect to (XJ. Let f~ C’(X, R>, f, :=fx,. 
Definition 1.5. Given c E R, we say that f satisfies the Palais-Smale condition at level c with 
respect to the sequence X,, if every sequence {x,} 
x, EXn, dfnk) + 0, fn(x,J + c 
satisfying 
has a converging subsequence which converges in X to a critical point of f. We will then say 
that (x,} satisfies the (PSI,* condition with respect to x,. 
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Let Y be a closed subset of X; define, for every j > 1, 
dj:= {A] A closed, YcA, cat”,,,(A)>j}, ci := j;$, ;z?f( x). 
Let K, denote the set of critical points of f at level c. Then, in [3], the following result is 
proved. 
Proposition 1.6. Assume that 
(1) SUpyf<Ck=Ck+, = *** =ck+p:=c< +m; 
(2) fsatisfies the (PSI,* condition with respect to X,,; 
(3) there exists 7 > 0 such that f-‘([c - 7, c + 71) is complete. 
Then c is a critical value for f and cat x( K,) > p + 1. 
Let E be a Hilbert space and V a C2 complete connected Finsler manifold. Suppose 
E = W@ 2 and let E, := W, @ Z, be a sequence of closed subspaces of E such that 
l<dimW,< +w, l<dim Z,< +m. (1.1) 
Moreover, suppose that there exists e E n z= rZn, II e II = 1; let Z* c Z be such that Z = Z” @ 
[e], denote by X := E x I/ and let rTTI : X + E, Pwe,eI . . X + W @ [e] be projections, furthermore, 
define X,, := E, x I/. Let p, p* be such that 
0 <p* <p; (1.2) 
moreover, consider 
B” := I.2 E z I II 2 II </I*), Q:={w+aeEWCB[e]]a~O,]]w+ae]( <a}. 
Theorem 1.7. Suppose 
inf f> --co, sup f < +a, (1.4) 
QxV B*xV 
and that f satisfies (PSI,* with respect to X,,, for every c E [inf,. “f, sup,, x t,f 1. Then f admits at 
least two distinct critical values cl, c2 such that 
inf f Gc, < sup f < ,fxfvfGc2< sup f, 
QxV as*xv B*XV 
and at least 2 + 2 cuplength( V) distinct critical points. 
Proof. The first critical level (and the first m + 1 critical points, where m := cuplength ‘> are 
’ We recall that cuplength is the largest integer it such that there exist LY,, . . . ,LY, E H*(X), * > 1 with 
(Ye U . u (Y, # 0, where u denotes the cup product (see [2,.5] for a notion of relative cup product). 
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obtained as in the linking theorem in [3]. Indeed, consider g := -f. Conditions (1.3) and (1.4) 
imply 
supg< +a, inf g> --co. 
Qxf’ B*xV 
(1.5) 
(W 
Let Y:= aQ X V. By the first inequality of (1.11, we get * 
cat”,,,(Q x V) a 1 + cuplength( V) := 1 + m, 
hence &“l#!il,...,~~+l#@. 
From the first inequality of (1.6), we have c1 < c2 < c,+ I < + w. In order to apply Proposi- 
tion 1.6, let us show that 
Cl > ,$&g > supg. 
Y 
By contradiction, assume that there exists B E_@‘~ such that sup,g < inf,,,..g; then B n dB* 
X I/ = @. Let 8, : W, @ {ae Ia E R} \{p*e} + aQ fl E, be a retraction. Then, 
h,(t, W, 2, u) := ((1 - t)(w +z) + te,(w + II z II e, u)) 
shows that cat”,,,(B) = 0, a contradiction. Hence sup,g < c := c1 < c2 < . . . G c,+~ < + ~0; 
therefore, by the above proposition, cat,(K,) 2 m + 1. 
To find the second critical level (and the other m + 1 critical points), we will consider a 
different class of sets. More precisely, let Y’ := aB* x I/. Then by the second inequality of (1.11, 
cat”,,,(B* x V) a 1 + cuplength =: 1 + m; 
hence, J$’ # fl for i = 1,. . . , m + 1, where 
_c4i := (A I Y’ CA, A closed, catg,r,(A) 2 i}. 
The second condition of (1.4) implies that c := ci < c2 < . . . G cm+ 1 < + 00. Let us show that 
c1 2 ix&,,. f > supy,f. By contradiction, suppose that there exists B l di such that sup,f < 
inf aQxvf; thus B n aQ x I/= @. Therefore, for each (u, U) E B, (u, U) := (z” +PweLcp, U) := 
(z* + w + ae, u), it cannot be simultaneously z* = 0 and )I PweLe,u I( = p. Let 
G:T~B+Z\{O) 
be such that u e G(u) := z* + [y(P,,l,l~) - 3x*( II w II * + I a + p I *>]e where y : WCB [el + R 
is defined by 
y(w + ue) := 
i 
[n&TLT-w2]ll~ll+u,y(Ia12+ IIwl12), iflal*+ lI~ll*~(p*, 
[ lul-ulull~ll-( Ilwl12+ lul*-_p*)+, if I a I * + II w II * > p*, 
’ In 1.51 it is proved that, under suitable assumptions, cat”,,, (X) > 1 +cuplength(X, Y) and that cuplength(X X I/, 
Y X V> = cuplength(X, Y)+ cuplength( see also [3] for further details. 
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and x E Cm@!& X* E Cm@) are given by 
I 
1, if IsI <p*‘, 
X(s) := decreasing, if p** < IsI <p*, 
0, if IsI ap*, 
X* (s) := 
1 
1, if IsI GE, 
decreasing, if E < 1 s 1 < 2e, for E < +(p -p*), 
0, if IsI >22~, 
respectively. 
Let 8, : 2, \ (O} -+ aI?* n E, be a retraction. Then, 
ZZ&, w, z, U) = ((1 - t)(~ +z) + te,G(w +z), u) 
shows that cat”,,,,(B) = 0, a contradiction. 0 
Remark 1.8. This result was first proved in [7] under the additional assumption dim W< +m 
and I/= (0). 
2. Applications 
Example 2.1. As a first application we consider the periodic problem 
(HS) .Zi + VH(t, z) =h(t), z(0) =z(T), 
where T > 0, z = (p, q) E RN X RN, J = [:-‘,I is the standard symplectic matrix (I denotes the 
identity matrix in RN), h E C([O, T], R2N), HE C([O, Tl X [W2N, Cw) and has a continuous partial 
derivative with respect to z; VH( . , 0) denotes the gradient with respect to z. We assume there 
exists a symmetric matrix A,(t) which is continuous in t and such that 
(HI) VZqt, z) =A,(t)z + o( 12 I), 
as I z I + 03, uniformly in t. We denote by N the finite-dimensional space of solutions of the 
periodic problem J.. + A,(t )z = 0, z(O) = z(T) and suppose 
(H2) N := span{u,, . . . , uk} z RZN. 
Let us denote by G the additive group G := {CF_Ibj~j: bj E Z, 1 <j < k); two solutions zl, z2 
of (HS) are geometrically distinct if .zl - z2 e G. 
Suppose that 
(H3) H(*, z+Uj)=H(*, z), /nr(Zz(r),‘;)dt=O, foranyzE[W2N, j=l,..., k. 
Consider the Sobolev space X := H112(S1, IW*? with scalar product ( * , ->, norm II . I) and the 
linear bounded symmetric operator L : X +X defined by means of the Riesz representation 
theorem as (Lu, u) = /,‘(-Jzi<t>, u(t)) dt. 
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Define the functional: f : X+ II%: 
f(z) = +(Lz, z> - o /%(t, z(t)) dt + lT(h(t), z(t)) dt. 
0 
From (Hl) it follows that f~ C1(X, [w) and the map z e IcH(t, z(t)) dt + jz(h(t), z(t)) dt 
has compact gradient (see, e.g., [9, Appendix B]); the critical points of f are precisely the 
solutions of (HS). Let A,: H -+ H be the linear compact symmetric operator defined by 
(A-u, U) = /,‘(A,(t)u( t), u(t)) dt and consider the self-adjoint operator L, := L -A,. It is 
easy to see that a,(L) = { + 1, - 11; 3 moreover, since A, is compact, a,(L) = a,(L,) and 
o(L,) - a,( L,) is constituted only by eigenvalues of finite multiplicity; furthermore, by (H2), 
Ker L, = N. Consider 
q(u) := @(Ao(t)u(f), u(t))-H(t, u(t)>] dt, 
so that f(u) = i( L,,(u), u> + F(u) + jT(h(t), u(t)) dt; from (H2) and (H3) we deduce 
f(u + Uj) =f(u>, j = 1,. . . , k. Hence, denoting by E the orthogonal subspace of N in H and by 
Tk the k-torus S’ X - * - x S1 (so that H/G =L E x Tk), solving problem (HS) is equivalent to 
finding critical points of the C’ functional defined on E X Tk by 
qu, u) =f(u + u) = ;< L,u, u> + cp(u, u), 
where cp(u, U) := ?P(u + v> + loT(h, u + v> dt. 
Now, assumption (Hl) readily implies cp(u, vl is such that 
(24 
Vu:cp is compact and Vucp = o( II u II) as ]I u II + cf uniformly in u E Tk. (2.2) 
Clearly Ker(L, 1 E) = (0); furthermore, since 0 e a,(L), there exist orthogonal invariant 
subspaces IV, 2 such that E := IV@ 2 and moreover there exist real numbers VT > 0, V; < 0 
such that 
(La, u> avvlf IIul12, on Z, (L,u, u> Gv; IIul12, on W. (2.3) 
From now on we will consider W= spame;, e;, . . . } and Z = spame:, ez,. . .I. In [3] it is 
proved that under (Hl)-(H3) the problem (HS) admits at least 1 + k geometric distinct 
solutions for any h such that jT(h(t), u(t)) dt = 0 for every u E N. Here we consider problem 
(HS) when the nonlinear part is given by 
fqt, u) := &y( II u II)0 u, u> + [l-x( Ml>]ff(t, u), 
3 Here Us, denotes the essential spectrum of the operator L. 
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where H(t, U> satisfies (Hl)-(H31, A(t) is a symmetric matrix continuous in t, and X E CYrW) is 
defined as 
I 
0, if s<R, 
increasing, if R<s,<2R, 
x(s) := 1, if2R<s<3R, 
decreasing, if3R<s<4R, 
0, if s>4R, 
for some R > 0 fixed. 4 
Furthermore we suppose that 
(H4) V(U) G -v; II u II *, for every u EX, 
and, defining i = L -A, that there exist Al. > 0, e E W such that 
6, u> &441*, for every uEZ@ [e], 
(H5) (,6u,u)<-~IIu]l*, foreveryuEW*,whereW=W*@[e], 
Ker(i) = N. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (Hl)-(H5) hold. Then the problem 
(E) Ji + Vti(t, z) = h(t), z(0) =2(T), 
admits at least 2k + 2 geometrically distinct solutions for maps h such that, for any u E W* CB N, 
$(h(t), u(t)> dt = 0. 
Proof. Consider the functional associated to Cfis), that is, r’: E X Tk + Iw: 
qu, U) = ix( II u ll)(r, u, u> + [l -x( IMl)]qu). 
Condition (H5) implies that for any p* E IF!, 2 R < p* < 3 R, the functional I’ satisfies inf,,, x Tk I’ 
2 0, where aB* = {u E 2 @ [e] I II u II = p*). S)n the other hand, it is possible to construct by 
(2.3) a hemisphere Q c W such that SU_P,~~ G 0 since, under conditions (H4), (HS), (2.3) and 
the definition of I, we have that sup W* I G 0; thus the geometric conditions of Theorem 1.7 are 
satisfied. 
It is possible to show that the (PS)* condition holds with respect to E, x Tk where 
E, = spame;, . . . , e;, e:, , . . , e:}. In fact let P,, : E 
=I[ 
-+ E,, be the projections and denote I,(u, U) 
E,xTk; then VI,<u, U) = <P, VUI(u, u>, VUI(u, ~1). Let ( 
that II VI,&,, u,J II + 0. Since v, E Tk, 
u,, u,) E E, X Tk be a sequence such 
we may suppose that v, + v E Tk and, by standard 
arguments, using the fact that the P,, are self-adjoint and since by (2.2) for every E > 0 there 
exists C(E) > 0 such that II Vm(p(u,, v,J I G E II u, II +c(E), we may deduce that II u, I] is bounded 
4 We explicitly remark that we do not have any restriction on the choice of R. 
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and therefore that u, - u (hence u:- u ‘). Hence, using the compactness of VUq(u, u)_and the 
fact that P,u -+ u, we complete the proof of the (PS)” condition for I; the (PS): for I follows 
immediately, since I and I have the same behaviour at infinity and hence for I the condition 
analogous to (2.2) holds. 0 
Example 2.3. Consider the problem 
(HS’ ) $(M(t)G) + VV(t, 4) =f(t>, 4(O) -q(T) =4(O) -4(T) = 0, 
where M(t) is a symmetric N x N matrix depending continuously on t and such that, for some 
A > 0 and all (t, q) E [O, T] x RN, 
(M(+L4)2al12. 
Consider X = H; = (u E H’([O, T], RN) I u(0) = u(T)} with scalar product ( - , * ) = 
j~[(M(t)u’(t), u’(t)),N + (u(t), u(t)&p] dt (equivalent by the previous condition on M to the 
usual one). We assume that f~ C([O, T], IFI’? and that 
(H1’) VV, 4)=~m(qq+o(Id), 
as I4 I + 9 uniformly in t, where B,(t) is a symmetric matrix which is continuous in t. 
Consider the self-adjoint operator implicitly defined by 
(L,u, u> = /‘(M(+‘(t), v’(t))n~- (&u(t), u(t))n~ dt. 
0 
Denote by N the space of solutions of the periodic problem (d/dt)(M(t)G) + B,(t)q = 0 and 
suppose that 
(H2’ ) N := span{ ul,. . . , uk} c RN. 
Let H- (H+) be the orthogonal invariant subspace corresponding to the negative (positive) 
eigenvalues of L,, respectively, and let Ho := Ker(L,) := N. Then, H = H-e Ho @ II+. Note 
that dim H- < 0~). Furthermore, suppose that there exists a symmetric N X N matrix B,(t), 
depending continuously on t, such that the operator defined by 
U,u, u> = /=(M(t)u’(t), u(t))n~- (&(+(+ u(t)),~ dt 
0 
satisfies 
there exist e E H+, v $ p < 0 such that 
(H3’) (L,u, u> a41ul12, for every u EH_@[e], 
(L,u,u)~p(Iu11*, foreveryuEH*,whereH+=[e]@H*. 
As in the previous example, if 
H(t,z+~~)=H(t,z), foreveryj=l,..., k, 
(H4’) /‘(f(t), v(t)) dt = 0, for every u EN @H*, 
0 
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the critical points of the functional I : (H-e H+) X Tk -+ [w: 
qu, 4 = ;fvqt)UYt), u’(t)],~ + v(t, u(t) + u(t)) + (f(t), +)),N dt 
are solutions of problem (HS’). Suppose that there exists c E R, c > 0, such that 
(H5’ ) I(u, u)>cllul12, forevery uEH*. 
Let R, <R, <R, <R, be given constants such that 
(H6’) 
R; Y 
3 > I’ 
3 
and define x E Cm@> as 
‘0, if s <RI, 
increasing, if R,<s<R,, 
x(s) := ( 1, if R,<s<R,, 
decreasing, if R,<s<R,, 
\O, if s>R,. 
Define 
qu, u) =x( II u 11)3uJ lp, u> + (1 -x( II u Il))q4 g. 
Then we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose (Hl)-(H6) hold. Then problem (HS’) admits at least 2k + 2 geometrically 
distinct solutions. 
Proof. Indeed it is possible to apply the abstract theory, since as in the previous example, (Hl’) 
implies that the (PSI* condition holds with respect to any finite-dimensional subspaces II, 
spanned by eigenfunctions such that u, + u for IZ + 0~). Furthermore, our hypotheses (H3’)- 
(H6’) imply that the geometric conditions hold true. q 
Remark 2.5. Note that the condition dim H-< ~0 plays no role in the proof. Therefore an 
analogous result holds for the Hamiltonian case. The Hamiltonian corresponding to (HS’) is 
given by 
H(t, P, 4) = ;(qt)-‘p, P) + qt> 4). 
Example 2.6. As the last application we consider the periodic problem 
(HS”) Jci +Au + VH(t, u) = h(t), u(0) = u(T), 
where, as in the first example, T > 0, u = (p, q) E [WN x RN, J denotes the standard 2N-sym- 
plectic matrix, VH( . , .> denotes the gradient of the Hamiltonian H with respect to u E R2”‘, 
and A is a 2N-symmetric matrix. 
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Suppose that 
(Hl”) 
HE C’(R2Nf’, R), 
there exist a,, a2 > 0 and S > 1 such that I VH(t, u) I <a, + a2 I u I ‘. 
Consider X:= H1/2(S1, R2N) with scalar product ( *, -) and norm II * II, 
f(u) := ;(I+, u) - iTH(f, u(t)> dt, 
where L, : X+X is implicitly 
(L,u, U> := iT[( -hi(t), 
Moreover, suppose that 
(Al) AJ=JA. 
defined by 
U(f)) + (Au(t), +>)] dt. 
Denoting by W” := Ker Lo, Lo induces a natural orthogonal splitting X := W- @ W” @ 2, and 
there exist real numbers V: > 0, V; < 0 such that 
(Lou, u> 2~: IIul12, on 2, (Lou, u> G v; II u II 2, on W-; (2.4) 
moreover, by (Al), W-, W”, Z are orthogonal in L2(S1, R). Denote by (eJIjEN, (ef)j,N two 
Hilbertean bases of W- and Z, respectively. 
Suppose that 
(H2”) there exist p > 2 and R > 0 such that, for every u EX, II u II 2 R: 
0 <E.LH(t, u < W‘H(t, u),u)). 
Note that (H2”) implies the existence of two constants a5, a6 > 0 such that 
H(t, u)aza,lulP-a,. 
Suppose that there exist u3, a4 > 0, 0 <p G (6 + 1)/6 such that 
(H3”) I vfqt, u) I p < a3 + a,wfqt, u), u>. 
We get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that (Al), (Hl”)-(H3”) and 
(H4”) 
H(t,u)>O, foreverytE[WandforeveryuE[W2N, 
H(t, u) = o( I u I 2), as l u l + 0 uniformly in t, 
hold. Then (HS) admits at least two distinct solutions. 
cw 
Proof. Conditions (Hl”)-(H3”) imply that the (PS): condition holds with respect to X, := 
span{ e;, . . . , e;) @ W” fB span{e,f,. . , e,f}, for every c E R. On the other hand, (Hl”), (H4”), 
(2.4) and (2.5) imply that the geometric condition of Theorem 1.7 is satisfied, hence the result. 
0 
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Remark 2.8. The same result can be obtained for the problem 
(HS”‘) Jti + vqt, U) = 0, U(0) = u(T), 
when H E C’(R2N+‘, R) satisfies (Hl”)-(H3”) and 
(H4”‘) 
H(t, U) > 0, for every t E II2 and for every u E R2N, 
there exist a,, a8 > 0 such that 1 H(t) u) 1 G a7 1 u 1 2 + a8 I u I ‘+I. 
More precisely, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. If (Hl”)-(H3”) and (H4”‘) hold, then for every T > 0, (HS”‘) admits at least two 
distinct solutions. 
The proof follows standard arguments, when remarked that T-periodic solutions of (HS”‘) 
are 2T-periodic solutions of 
Jti + A VH(t, U) = 0, U(0) = U(27F), 
where h = T/(2rm,) and m, is chosen suitably large (i.e., m, such that a,T/(2vm,) < +I, in 
such a way that the geometric conditions are satisfied. 
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